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About This Game
Katana X is a sword simulation action game designed specifically for VR utilizing tracked motion controls. It's a highly
accessible game that is easy to get into and strangely addicting once you start. This game takes real physical skill of body control
and hand–eye coordination to get high scores. If you like motion gaming, swordplay, and having a serious workout session, this
is the game for you.
Katana X was initially inspired by the famous mobile fruit slicing game, but we wanted to make a game that you can actually
feel like you are wielding a sword and correctly physically interacting in the virtual world. Slice with the sharp edge of your
sword, try for combo opportunities, and avoid hitting bombs to achieve the high score! With practice and the right technique,
you might be surprised how high a score you can achieve. Who will be the next Katana Master?

Features
Physics based, realistic cutting simulation - cut precisely, how you want, and where you want
New fruit cutting training modes, to get familiar with the basics of the game
Multiple fruit modes with a completely reworked spawning system
Multiple new tatami mat cutting challenges
2 unique scenes with day and night settings
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Customize your swords with six changeable blades (katana or ninjatō variants) and three handles (shirasaya, cane,
classic katana fitting)
Compete against your friends on local leaderbords or Katana X players from all over the world on the global
leaderboards
Enjoy immersive, highly detailed 3D graphics and 3D positional audio in VR
compatible with HTC Vive and Oculus Touch

Warning: Please Play Safely!
We care about your safety and the safety of others. This is an active, skill based game that simulates real world sword wielding
behavior. Due to the nature of fully immersive virtual reality, you may not be aware of your real surroundings. Please make sure
your play area is clear from walls, people, animals and any other obstructions that you may collide with once in this VR game.
Don't forget to use your wrist strap. If you feel tired or experience any discomfort, discontinue playing. Take breaks often. By
playing this game you accept all risk and liability.

Your Katana X Dev Team,
Ben and Alex
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Title: Katana X
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Aargle, LLC
Publisher:
Aargle, LLC
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Trailer looks a bit better than the game but is close enough.
Liked the music & real actors.
Game-play is not bad at all.. Used Many Times Works Great.
but it has given me only 1 problem
Blue Screen after Installing A Driver so needed to install a Fresh Install of WIn10 Happened Once

Great Place for your Drivers 10/9 Recommended. Like this game, I am really enjoying these "Hentai" labed games. Like this
one, you only get around 10 puzzles but the game play is often fun and a rememberance from when I was a kid. As the quality
of this game's pictures aren't nearly as good as the previous games, it just goes to show how I truly enjoy the simple and casual
gameplay over anything else.
For a dollar or two, ....yeah, I enjoyed it and I know of someone else that may enjoy it when they get home today.. To be
blunt.... THIS IS GREAT
while only containing... nine... tracks it is a great addition for anyone who owns Sora and adores the OST (I should point out this
is the UNUSED tracks, a mix of Rendezvous, and to top it off... a mix of... Icarus... (The track from Suguri's tralier) it also
contains a piano solo which has the same name as the OST.
All of the tracks are great in their own way, though I can't for the life of me begin to describe them, the first one is... slow, birds
can be heard chirping allong side the ever constant beat, then all of a suden it changes to a MUCH faster paced track with the
second track in the nine and after both Icarus and Rendezvous (Two tracks from Suguri's ST(sound track)) you get the paino
solo, admitently a very good solo. (For my kind of pour knolage of painos)
Irconacly I as I'm witing this am listening to Icarus... no really... the latter half just started.
I probably should stop now... this is an ST, nothing to write before hand in Notepad for, this is great if you buy Sora buy this and
the OST...
DO. IT.
DO.
IT.
JUST. DO. IT!. 4PM is a very short story about a woman and her drinking problems. Although the game surely has some nice
ideas the game is just too short. I do support the idea of one guy creating putting effort in this game and if the game was a bit
longer I probably might have recommended it.. Fun game, definitely worth it for under $10 if you're looking for an interesting
variation on a tower defence game.
The story diaglue is simplistic, and very badly written, both from a "quality of story" standpoint, and because of poor grammar
and bad translating (broken English). That said, you can get the gist of the story, and it doesn't really detract from the actual
gameplay. Just keep your expectations low when it comes to the story aspects, and you'll be fine.
The early game is very easy, but the difficulty ramps up the further in you get. There are enough levels that it will keep you busy
for several hours.. When i purchesed this dlc i was very happy untill when i got in the game it told me i needed to buy the dlc
again. I kept restarting and going on steam suport but nothing seemed to work.. The most easy game in the Ubermosh series.. If
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you got time to waste it's a decent enough casual srpg. But if you'd rather play something good and not a tedious grindfest cause
this is a port of a crappy mobile game meant to run on microtransactions, play something else. Might I suggest SRW, or Front
Mission 3-5, or the Fire Emblem series, or one of HBS's Shadowrun games, particularly Dragonfall and Hong Kong, or one of
those Spiderweb Software rpgs.
tl;dr: If you just want something to waste several dozen hours doing repetitive and tedious grinding, this'll do, otherwise, go play
something more engaging.. And I'm 12 again, on an autumn afternoon, drinking root beer and having fun in an Ian LIvingstone
story and - it's wonderful. Trust no one and let the dice fall where they may!
5\/5.
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Very good game. At first I wasn't sure exactly how the combat worked, but once I fought a few times, got the hang of it. Great
story, fun progression. Played on Explorer difficulty, so the game itself was short - but again, it was also unique and a lot of fun.
The artwork was fantastic. Would recommend to anyone that wants or is looking for a different gaming experience.. The look is
terrible and distracts from the game.. nive VN :)
. this is epic. Last update is buggy as ♥♥♥♥
. It's kind of like qube but feels like more of a twitchy first person speedrunner. The basic puzzle solving mechanics are easy to
learn but finding the right path isnt always easy and can take some skill with timings and air control(if you've spent any time
surfing or playing those kind of skill maps on the source engine you'll feel right at home with this game)
The narration was a bit of a drag but thankfully there's an option to disable it in the audio menu, so can't really fault it there.
Worth the price =). https://youtu.be/t-yuVfP20OU
The simulation of day to day newspaper work is a difficult theme to use when trying to hook players on the narrative. In this
case, the theme works but the mechanics suffer greatly due to the delayed reaction for feedback. It's never exactly clear what
actions are leading to witch consequences, making each day more guess work than meaningful choices.. Its been long since i had
this much fun in such a simple game. Eat cubes, kill other cubes and finally. Youre fat enough to become the omega and ascend
into greatness by sparks and lights.
I just hope they add more maps.. cool indie game, liked the concept.. Game completed!
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